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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to model an operational wind farm in DIgSILENT PowerFactory® using 

manufactures specifications and investigate the active power energy losses. The model is tested with 

the operational recorded data from the wind farm and is validated.  

 

Meeting the increased demand for renewably generated electricity drives the growth in wind energy 

which in turn gradually decrease the suitable locations to construct wind farms. On the other hand, the 

market forces persuade the wind farm developers to maximize the return on investments. Therefore, it 

is imperative to have optimized wind farm designs as well as accurate financial prognosis. Accurate 

models are important to estimate the wind farm characteristics while realistic loss estimations are 

needed for precise financial forecasting.  

 

One of the major components of the wind farm is the internal collector network through which the 

generated electricity is fed to the national electricity grid. With this study, modeling of internal collector 

network of an operational wind farm is carried out and the capability of the wind farm to maintain the 

stipulated voltage levels at the point of common coupling is examined together with the amount of cable 

loading. In addition, the active power energy losses, the impact of the internal collector network 

arrangement to the active power energy losses are investigated and a proposal to reduce the cost of cable 

laying for 4 cable sections is proposed for future wind farm designs. 

 

The findings of this report show that the internal collector network of the considered wind farm can 

maintain required voltage levels at the medium voltage busses of the network for different grid voltage 

levels. The operational data of power loss of the cables of the network match with the simulated results 

but the total loss does not. The reasons behind this mismatch could be the limited amount of operational 

data and measurement errors. Further analysis and comparison are suggested with larger sets of data 

together with the respective list of events to increase number of data points for the simulation.         

 

Key words: wind farm internal collector network, active power loss, cable loading 
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NOMENCLATURE 

𝛽 Blade Pitch Angle 

𝜆 Rotor Tip-speed-ratio 

𝜌  Density of Air 

𝜔 Rotational Speed of Rotor 

𝐴  Rotor Swept Area 

AC Alternative Current 

𝐶  Aerodynamic Efficiency of Rotor / Rotor Coefficient of Power 

DC Direct Current 

DF Derating Factor 

DIgSILENT DIgital SImulation for Electrical NeTwork 

DPL DIgSILENT Programming Language 

DSL DIgSILENT Simulation Language 

EMT Electro Magnetic Transient 

GSS Grid Substation 

HV High Voltage 

LV Low Voltage 

MV Medium Voltage 

PCC Point of Common Coupling 

PEC Power Electronic Converter 

p.u. Per-unit 

RMS Root Mean Square 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SCIG Squirrel Cage Induction Generator 

𝑢 Speed of the Wind 

WTG Wind Turbine Generator 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  

The ever-increasing world’s energy demand coupled with ambitious targets for carbon neutral 

energy landscape has opened numerous opportunities for renewable energy developments. In 

addition, the technical break throughs with renewable energy technology and favourable 

policies have also encouraged sustainable way of generating electricity. Among the renewable 

sources, wind energy is poised to be benefited more due to the maturity of the technology. It is 

forecasted that the offshore wind industry would increase ten-fold by 2030 in comparison to 

2018. The outlook of onshore wind developments is also promising. It is envisaged that the 

onshore wind installed capacity would increase to 1,787 GW by 2030 followed by a nine-fold 

increase to 5,044 GW by 2050 (International Renewable Energy Agency, 2019). 

 

The increased share of the fluctuating resource as wind would have negative effects to the 

electric gird. These challenges include the uncertainty in predictable amount of generation, 

power quality issues, reactive power compensation, fault ride-through, angular and voltage 

stability (Ahmed et al., 2020). The effects are further increased because of the increasing size 

of wind turbines as well as wind farms. Therefore, it is imperative to investigate the effects of 

wind farm on the electric grid during planning stage in terms of power quality and power 

system stability (Ackermann, 2005).  

 

1.1 Purpose of Study 

The contribution of wind farms for the world’s energy demand has been increased rapidly due 

to the technological maturity and rapid decrease of cost. To use wind energy efficiently and 

reduce the wind energy development costs even further, there should be more accurate models 

to estimate energy yields and simulate their electrical characteristics. Therefore, this study 

focuses on developing, simulating, and improving the wind farm models using DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory®. The aim of this thesis is to model a real-life wind farm which consists of 10 

wind turbines in DIgSILENT PowerFactory® using manufactures specifications, examine the 

capability of the wind farm to maintain the stipulated voltage levels at the point of common 

coupling together with the amount of cable loading, investigate the active power energy losses, 

the impact of the internal collector network arrangement to the active power energy losses and 

propose improvements to reduce the cable laying costs. The model is tested with the operational 
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recorded data from the wind farm and is validated. The main steps taken to complete the work 

is listed below, 

 

1. Build the wind farm electrical model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory® with 

manufactures specifications. 

2. Run load flow simulation to investigate the steady state cable loading of the wind farm 

internal collector network. 

3. Check whether the parallelly run radial cables can be optimized in terms of grouping. 

4. Calculate the voltage levels of MV busses of internal collector network. Show the 

voltage improvement with tap changing of the transformers. This task is carried out for 

0.9 p.u. and 1.1 p.u. allowable extreme voltage levels at the PCC.      

5. Calculate the active power losses estimated with simulated model and compare it with 

the operational data sample of 24 hours. This step assesses the correlation between 

simulated data regarding the utilized software and operational recoded data for future 

wind farm developments. Propose improvements which can be incorporated for future 

internal collector network design. 

 

This study is conducted with the data provided by OX2 AB who carry out wind farm 

development, engineering, construction, and operational technical management. OX2 wind 

farms are modelled with DIgSILENT PowerFactory®. Therefore, the modelling and 

simulations are carried out using this software.  

 

2.1 Limitations 

Some of the data used for this study are business critical and OX2 AB does not want to make 

them public. Therefore, the relevant sensitive data has been omitted in this report but are 

available at OX2 AB document repository. 
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2.2 Structure of the Report 

Chapter 2 – Literature Review. 

Past studies directly related with the active power losses of the internal collector network of 

wind farms and the typical percentage active power energy losses according to past research. 

 

Chapter 3 – Theory 

Underline concepts for calculating annual energy calculation, wind turbine topology, wind 

farm internal collector network, wind farm grid integration, underground power cables, wind 

farm collector network losses, transformers in wind farm internal collector network, load flow 

analysis and the software used for the study is presented. 

 

Chapter 4 – Methodology 

Description of the case study and the DIgSILENT PowerFactory® model description followed 

by the description of the operational data sample. 

 

Chapter 5 – Results 

Wind farm simulation results in internal collector network cable loading, voltage variation of 

the MV busses for each generation level. 

 

Chapter 6 – Discussion and Analysis 

The sensitivity of PCC voltage level on the voltage levels of the internal collector network 

busses. Check whether the tap position range is suitable for maintaining the proper voltage 

levels within the collector network. 

 

Chapter 7 – Conclusion 

Summary of findings and suggestions for future studies. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITRATURE SURVEY 

The recent cost reductions and technical innovations have increased the deployment of wind 

energy. The increased capacity of the modern wind turbines has led to larger wind farms. Thus, 

the effect of the intermittent nature of the wind on the connected electrical grid is becoming 

more visible. The frequency of the electrical grid varies with the active power generation of 

the wind farm, which in turn changes with the available wind speed. The reactive power 

provided by the wind turbines to sustain the required voltage at the grid connection point as 

well as inside the wind farm electrical network is also dependent on the available wind speed 

because the reactive power capability of the wind turbine is related to the wind speed with 

capability curve of the wind turbine model. Therefore, having accurate electrical models during 

planning as well as operations are crucial for meeting the grid codes as well as meeting financial 

targets (Ackermann, 2005; Sørensen et al., 2005). An accurate model is not only crucial in 

planning phase to obtain approvals and accurate financial prognosis but also during operations 

to optimize the strategies as well as to weigh the success of the design process. 

 

The internal electrical network of a wind farm is necessary to collect the wind generated 

electricity and transmit it to the electric grid through the wind farm gird substation. The size 

and complexity of the wind farm will decide the overall design of the internal collector system. 

One of the main concerns when designing the internal electrical network is, reducing power 

losses inside the boundary of wind farm and export as much generated power as possible 

(Thalin, 2013). The power losses directly correlate with the active power loses of the network. 

It can either be decreased by reducing the resistance of the network elements or reducing the 

current drawn through the network.  One way to decrease the power losses in a distribution 

network is increasing the nominal operational voltage of the network. The increase of nominal 

operational voltage will decrease the current needed to deliver the same amount of active power 

(Wadhwa, 2012). But using electrical equipment for higher operational voltage is costly and 

have to be financial justified in comparison with the reduced losses (Kirkeby and Tande, 2014). 

If the increasing the nominal operational voltage is not feasible, another approach is to manage 

the network with minimal voltage differences between adjacent nodes. It is achievable with 

adjusting tap positions with the transformers. The tap position of a transformer can be changed 

either while it is energized and in operation or while it is not loaded. In practice the transformer 

at the wind farm grid substation is equipped with on-load tap changer which can be controlled 
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to maintain the proper voltage levels in the internal electrical network which are more 

expensive than the no-load version. The wind turbine transformers are usually equipped with 

no-load tap changers (Thyssen, 2015). The nominal operational voltage variation of the electric 

network can also be compensated by adjusting the tap position of wind farm grid substation. 

 

A technical comparison of using 66 kV and 33 kV voltage for internal collector networks were 

carried out by using the NOWITECH reference wind farm and Horns Rev. The analysis related 

to NOWITECH was carried out with MATLAB Simulink while the simulation of Horns Rev 

was done with DIgSILENT PowerFactory®. The use of higher voltage levels indicated lower 

losses in both the cases. But due to higher costs of 66 kV network equipment would render the 

energy gain insignificance. This is because of the additional reactive power compensation 

needed for 66 kV network, the increased cost of switchgear and wind turbine transformers. 

Therefore, the overall financial gain of changing to 66 kV voltage level is inconclusive. The 

suggestions are to investigate more scenarios with different wind farm topologies and 

capacities (Kirkeby and Tande, 2014; Thyssen, 2015).  

 

The study on equivalencing the internal collector network of large wind farm yields that the 

active power loss of cable network varies from 1.81 % to 2.69 % (Muljadi et al., 2006). The 

state estimation is also used to analysis the power loss in wind farm internal collector network. 

The study has found out that total losses of the case study is 2.84 % (Díaz-Dorado et al., 2007). 

Calculating energy losses in wind farm electrical network with basic equations and 

assumptions has revealed that the difference between the calculated data and the simulation 

software data is partly due to the difficulty of calculating accurate transformer losses. The 

comparison revels that the cable losses of manual calculation matches with the simulation 

results but when the transformer losses are added to the manual calculation, the difference of 

two methods in terms of losses comes to 0.5% of yearly energy production (Nord, 2011). 

Another study which focuses on creating a software to carry out a preliminary cost calculation 

of internal grid has found that it’s results of 2% is a overestimation with the real operational 

data (Thalin, 2013).  In addition, another comparison between 66 kV and 33 kV internal 

collector networks of wind farm reveals that the annual production power losses are 0.55 % 

and 0.8 % with each voltage level, respectively (Greedy and Schlemmer, 2015).   
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In conclusion, different approaches have been taken to model wind farm electrical grid and 

carry out load flow analysis and power loss estimation. The results vary depending on the 

accuracy of the model, validity of the parameters, assumptions as well as the farm topology. 

Therefore, having a dedicated load flow and loss estimation for each wind farm can be justified 

rather than relying on industry norms, due to its financial implications for the ultimate success 

of the project for the entire lifetime.  
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CHAPTER 3. THEORY 

This study focuses on horizontal axis wind turbine. Therefore, this chapter will focus more on 

its construction, energy extraction and grid integration aspects. 

3.1 Wind Turbine Power Extraction 

The relationship between the wind speed and ability of the wind turbine to extract available 

energy can be expressed in Equation 1. Thus, the extractable aerodynamic power is 

proportional to the air density (𝜌 ), rotor swept area (𝐴 ), aerodynamic efficiency of rotor 

(𝐶 ) and the speed of the wind (𝑢) (Hau, 2013).   

𝑃  =  
1

2
𝜌 𝐴 𝐶 𝑢   (1) 

The total available kinetic energy of flowing air mass cannot be extracted completely because 

if it to happen, the air mass ought to be stopped at the rotor. Therefore, the theoretical maximum 

of the aerodynamic efficiency of rotor, which is also refers to as the rotor coefficient of power 

as well as Betz Limit is 0.59 (Ackermann, 2005). The 𝐶  depends on the rotor tip-speed-ratio 

(𝜆) and blade pitch angle (𝛽). The relationship between blade tip speed and the speed of wind 

(𝑢) can be expressed as Equation 2 where rotational speed of the rotor is 𝜔 (rad/s) and 𝑟 denote 

the rotor radius in meters. Blade pitch angle defined as the angle between the chord of the blade 

and plane of blade rotation (Figure 1). Figure 2 illustrates the variation of 𝐶  of a 5 MW wind 

turbine model. The black dotted lines shown as 𝜆∗ and 𝛽∗ are each respective value at which 

the 𝐶  becomes maximum (𝐶 ∗). Hence the rotor can be operated to extract the desired amount 

of available wind by controlling tip-speed-ratio and blade pitch angle.  

𝜆 =  
𝜔𝑟

𝑢
  (2) 
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Figure 1: Forces on Rotating Wind Turbine Blade 

(Earnest and Rachel, 2019) 

 
Figure 2: Characteristics of Power Coefficient of 

a 5 MW Wind Turbine (Aho et al., 2013) 

 

Wind turbine’s ability to generate energy from the available wind resource is given by the 

power curve. It represents the electrical power output of the wind turbine in consideration 

against the wind speed at the hub height (Burton et al., 2011). The Figure 3 illustrates a generic 

power curve of a pitch-controlled wind turbine. Power curve can be divided into 4 different 

operational regions depending on the main objective of the controller (Hau, 2013; Earnest and 

Rachel, 2019). 

 
Figure 3: Power Curve of Pitch Controlled Wind Turbine (Earnest and Rachel, 2019) 

 

Region 1 – Turbine is ready to produce power, but the available wind speed is not enough to 

overcome the internal losses. Therefore, the wind turbine keeps monitoring the wind speed 

until cut-in wind speed is available, at which point it starts to produce power. 

 

Region 2 - The operational region when the available wind speed is between cut-in wind speed 

and rated wind speed. In this region the wind turbine operates with the maximum aerodynamic 
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efficiency. When the speed of wind nears the rated wind speed, the speed of turbine is regulated 

down to come to a fixed value in region 3.  

 

Region 3 – The wind tribune is said to be operating in region 3 when the available wind speed 

is in between rated wind speed and cut-out wind speed. In this region the focus of the control 

system is to keep the wind turbine operational within the design limits of structural and 

electrical loads. The rotational speed is maintained at constant level by pitching the blade. 

 

Region 4 – The wind turbine is safely taken out of operation to protect from excessive structural 

and electrical loads likely to be caused by high wind speeds larger than cut-out wind speed. 

 

Typically, the wind resource of a location is represented with a Weibull distribution (Equation 

3). It approximates the representation of a measured wind regime and gives the frequency of 

each wind speed for that area. 

𝑓(𝑢) =  
𝑘

𝐴
 
𝑢

𝑘
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −  

𝑢

𝐴
  (3) 

The 𝑓(𝑢) is the frequency distribution of wind speed 𝑢. The 𝐴 and 𝑘 are referred as scale and 

form parameter, respectively. They are site specific and approximated with measured data. The 

scale parameter, 𝐴 has the same unit of wind speed and is proportional to the mean wind speed 

of the location. In addition, it gives the characteristic of the wind speed distribution. The form 

parameter, 𝑘 is unit-less and defines the shape of the distribution. The value of 𝑘 is generally 

between 1 and 3. The value of 𝑘 gives the characteristics of the location in terms of wind 

fluctuations, where 1 represents high fluctuations and 3 being more constant wind 

(METEOTEST, no date). The Figure 4 depicts three Weibull distribution plots for different 𝑘 

values, illustrating the effect of 𝑘 on the shape of the function. The scale parameter, 𝐴 has been 

kept constant at 10.      
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Figure 4: Weibull Distribution (Landberg, 2015) 

 

 

The total energy production of a wind farm can be calculated by the power curve and the 

Weibull distribution of the available wind resource with following representation (Equation 4). 

𝐴𝐸𝑃 =  (𝜎 [𝑃 (𝑢)])  × 𝑛 ×  𝑇 (4) 

 

𝐴𝐸𝑃 - Annual Energy Production 

𝑢  - Cut-in Wind Speed of the WTG 

𝑢  - Cut-out Wind Speed of the WTG 

𝜎  - Probability of Wind Speed being 𝑢 from the Weibull Distribution 

𝑃 (𝑢) - WTG Power Generation when the Wind Speed is 𝑢 

𝑛  - Number of Wind Turbines 

T - Time Duration of the Calculation. This value is 8,760 hours for AEP 

Calculation. 
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3.2 Wind Turbine Topologies  

Wind turbine topologies are broadly classified into four types depending on their ability to 

control speed and how their connected to the electrical grid. The four types are either refers to 

as Type A, B, C and D or as Type 1, 2, 3 and 4. Further classification is done on the mechanism 

of power control depending on whether they employ stall control, pitch control or active control 

(Ackermann, 2005; Earnest and Rachel, 2019). A summary of different classification of wind 

turbines which are used in the industry at present are tabulated in Table 1 followed by the 

description of Type D wind turbine which is used in this study to build the wind farm model 

(OX2, no date). 

 

Table 1: Wind Turbine Classifications (Adapted from (Ackermann, 2005)) 

Speed Control Power Control 

(VS – Variable Speed, PC – Partial Converter 

FC – Full Converter) 
Stall Pitch Active Stall 

Fixed Speed Type A Type A0 Type A1 Type A2 

Variable Speed 

Type B (Limited VS)  Type B1  

Type C (VS with PC)  Type C1  

Type D (VS with FC)  Type D1  

 

The wind turbine topology used to build the wind farm model has a squirrel cage induction 

generator (SCIG) coupled to the rotor by a gear box and connected to the grid with full rated 

power electronic converter (PEC) Figure 5. Hence, the type of the WTG model used in this 

work can be classified as D1. 
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Figure 5: Type D Wind Turbine Topologies (Earnest and Rachel, 2019) 

SCIG – Squirrel Cage Induction Generator, PEC – Power Electronic Converter, DC – Direct Current, WRSG – Wound Rotor 

Synchronous Generator, PMSG – Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator 

 

3.3 Wind Farm Internal Collector Network 

The purpose of the internal collector network of the wind farm is to transmit the generated 

electrical power from each turbine to the electric grid directly or through a transformer system 

which also refers as Grid Sub Station (GSS). In some instances, the wind farm GSS is 

connected to the electric grid through an export cable or transmission line (Figure 6). Main 

components of a wind farm internal collector systems are the wind turbine transformer, 

underground or overhead cable network and the wind farm GSS. The most common topology 

of the internal collector network is having number of strings connecting several wind turbines 

one after the other in daisy chain style and transmitting the total generated electricity to the 
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GSS. This type of topology is referred as either radial or straight. There are other different 

possibilities of connecting wind turbines within a wind farm such as star, tree, and loop (Figure 

7). The specific method is selected according to the requirement and cost (Smail, Alkama and 

Medjdoub, 2018).  The string / radial topology is the least cost option out of the above 

topologies. But it would lead to higher downtime because a single fault at any location of a 

cable string will lead to the total loss of generation for the entire radial section of the wind 

farm. The star topology is a way of increasing the reliability in comparison with the string 

topology but need to incur higher cost when compared with string layout. The tree topology is 

a hybrid version of string and star topology which is being used to take advantage of increased 

reliability for a modest increase of cost. On the other hand, the loop topology has the highest 

reliability for the highest cost due to at least one redundant path for every wind turbine to 

deliver power to the network. The topology of the internal collector network of the wind farm 

which is considered for this study has both tree topology and string / radial topology. 

 

 
Figure 6: Simplified Layout of a Wind Farm Internal Grid Structure 
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Figure 7: Different Possibilities of Connecting Wind Turbine Nodes with in a Wind Farm(Smail, 

Alkama and Medjdoub, 2018) 

 

3.4 Wind Farm Grid Integration 

The generated wind power which is being collected by the internal collector network needs to 

adhere to certain standards to feed the electric grid. This set of rules are refers to as grid code 

and the obligations put forward by grid codes does not only bind the wind farm operator but 

also the grid operator as well (Nordel, 2007).  

 

The necessity of a grid code stems from both the customer and wind farm operator. The 

summary of the necessities as follows (adapted from Ackermann, 2005),  

 

Customer (Electricity User) Requirements 

 The voltage at connection point should be within range of the safe operational levels of 

equipment. 

 Instant power availability. In other words, the frequency of the power system should be 

within the recommended range. 

 The reasonable cost of electricity.  

 

Wind Farm Operator’s Requirements 

 The voltage levels at the wind farm connection point should be within the safe levels. 

 Able to sell the generated electricity without curtailment. 
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 Reliability of the power system to have the continual ability to export generated wind 

power. 

  

The enforcement of the grid code is done by National Regulatory Authority of each country or 

region. In Sweden, the relevant authority is referred as The Swedish Energy Market 

Inspectorate. Based on the overarching regulations the relevant Transmission System Operator 

(TSO), in Sweden the Svenska Kraftnät, would suggest detailed requirements for the 

authority’s approval (Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate, 2020).  

 

The requirements to be followed by the generation facilities are referred as Requirements for 

Generators (RfG) which sets the rules to be followed when connecting power generating 

facilities to the European electricity grid. The RfG divides power generation facilities including 

wind farms into four different types and according to types, separate rules are set. The criteria 

for dividing the generation facilities are tabulated in Table 2 (Hedström, 2020). In addition, the 

nominal operational voltage of the transmission network shall be within 0.9 p.u. and 1.1 p.u. 

while the wind farm shall not exchange reactive power with the electric grid at the PCC.   

 

Table 2: Definition of the Types of Power Generation Facilities in the Nordic Gird (Adapted from 

Hedström, 2020) 

Type 
Capacity of the Generation 

Facility 

Voltage at Connection Point 

A Equal to or more than 0.8 kW Lower than 110 kV 

B Equal to or more than 1.5 MW Lower than 110 kV 

C Equal to or more than 10 MW Lower than 110 kV 

D Equal to or more than 30 MW Lower than 110 kV 

D All Equal to or higher than 110 kV 

 

3.5 Underground Power Cables 

The conducting material of the cables used for internal collector networks can be either copper 

or aluminum. Copper is a more suitable as a conductor material while aluminum is less costly. 

The construction can be categorized into either single core or three cores. In addition, the laying 

methods can either be flat formation or trefoil formation. The three core cables are inherently 
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in trefoil formation while the single core cables can be either laid by one of the methods (Thalin, 

2013). The Figure 8 depicts the trefoil and flat formation while Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 

and Figure 12 illustrates single and three core cable constructions.  

 

 
Figure 8: Trefoil Formation vs. Flat Formation of Single Core Cable(IEC, 2014) 

 

 
Figure 9: Single Core Cable Construction(ABB, 

no date) 

 
Figure 10: Three Core Cable Construction(ABB, 

no date) 
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Figure 11: Single Core Cable Cross 

Section(Zhengzhou Yifang Cable Co., 2020) 
 

Figure 12: Three Core Cable Cross Section 

(Zhengzhou Yifang Cable Co., 2020) 

 
Purpose of Multiple Layers 

The purpose of having layered construction for cables are tabulated in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Purpose of Layered Construction of Cables (Nord, 2011; Thalin, 2013) 

Layer Purpose 

Conductor Conducting medium 

Inner semi-conducting Screen Prevent air filled cavities between conductor and insulation 

to minimize electrical discharges 

Insulation Insulates against the electric field of the conductor 

Outer semi-conducting screen Same purpose as the inner semi-conducting screen 

Metallic screen Conduct leakage currents and earthed 

Non-metallic inner sheath To resist fire and repel moist  

Metallic Amour Increase mechanical stress 

Non-metallic outer sheath Amour protection from abrasion and ease of handling 

 

Resistance of Cables 

The cables resistance to Alternative Current (AC) can be expressed as Equation 5, where 𝑅  

is the cable’s resistance to Direct Current (DC) in Ω/𝑚, 𝑦  is the skin effect and 𝑦  is the 

proximity effect while 𝑅  is given in Ω/𝑚. 

𝑅 =  𝑅 1 +  𝑦  +  𝑦   (5) 

The 𝑅  depends on the conductor area 𝐴 and resistivity of the conductor per unit length (𝜌 ). 
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𝑅 =  
𝜌

𝐴
  (6) 

The skin effect factor (𝑦 ) is given by Equation 7 and 8 while the proximity factor (𝑦 ) can be 

expressed as Equation 9 where 𝑘  and 𝑘  is equal to 1 and 0.8 for the round or sector shaped 

cables respectively while 𝑓 is the frequency of current and 𝑑  represents the diameter of 

conductor. The 𝑆 is the distance between axes of conductors where  𝑠  is the distance between 

phases 1 and 2 while 𝑠  is the distance between phase 2 and phase 3.  The relationships of skin 

effect and proximity factor are empirically developed by International Electrotechnical 

Commission (IEC) (Moore, 1997; Thalin, 2013). 

𝑦 =  
𝑥

192 +  0.8𝑥
  (7) 

𝑥 =  
8𝜋𝑓

𝑅
 10 𝑘  

 (8) 

𝑦 =  
𝑥

192 +  0.8𝑥
 

𝑑

𝑆

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0.312 
𝑑

𝑆
+  

1.18

𝑥

192 +  0.8𝑥
+ 0.27

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

(9) 

𝑥 =  
8𝜋𝑓

𝑅
 10 𝑘  

 (10) 

𝑆 =  𝑠 𝑠   (11) 

Inductance 

The inductance (𝐿 ) of either a three-core cable or three single core cables can be expressed in 

Equation 12 where 𝑆 is axial spacing, 𝑑 is conductor diameter and k is a constant depending 

on the number of wires in the conductor ( 

Table 4) (Moore, 1997).  

𝐿 =  𝑘 +  0.2 log
2𝑆

𝑑
 

 (12) 
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Table 4: Typical Values for k (Moore, 1997) 

Number of Wires in Conductor 𝒌 

3 0.0778 

7 0.0642 

19 0.0554 

37 0.0528 

61 and above 0.0514 

1 (Solid Conductor) 0.0500 

Hollow-core conductor, 12 mm duct 0.0383 

 

Reactance 

The inductive reactance per phase for a cable is given by, 

𝑋 =  2𝜋𝑓𝐿  (13) 

The 𝑓 represents the frequency of current while the 𝐿 is the inductance of the cable (Moore, 

1997). The capacitive reactance is not considered since it is small in comparison with the 

inductive reactance (Nord, 2011). 

 

Capacitance 

The capacitance of single core cable can be obtained by Equation 14 (Moore, 1997). 

 𝐶 =  
 

 × 10    (14) 

𝜀 is relative permittivity of the insulation material while 𝐷 is diameter over insulation and 𝑑 is 

diameter over the conductor. The approximate capacitance for three core cables can also be 

calculated using above relationship. 

 

Cable Derating Factor 

Cable derating factor is the correction which needs to be added to match rated current with the 

local conditions to get the actual permissible rated current. It depends on the ambient air 

temperature, ambient ground temperature, depth of laying, soil thermal resistivity, spacing 

between groups of cables, etc. Manufacturers define product parameters based on certain 

environmental conditions which are not as same as the location of cable use.   
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The ambient air and ground temperature affects the cooling effect of the cable. Thus, the 

manufacturer specified current rating shall we adjusted to match the demand of environment 

(Table 5 and Table 6). Otherwise, the cable network design may be an over design which would 

lead to increased costs or does not meet the requirement which would lead to constant 

breakdowns and revenue losses. The maximum conductor temperature is defined as the largest 

temperature until which the insulation layers can retain the properties and shape for long 

durations.  

 

Table 5: Correction Factors for Ambient Air Temperatures Other than 300C (IEC, 2014) 

Maximum Conductor 

Temperature 

(0C) 

Ambient Air Temperature (0C) 

20 25 35 40 45 50 55 60 

90 1.08 1.04 0.96 0.91 0.87 0.82 0.76 0.71 

 

Table 6: Correction Factors for Ambient Ground Temperatures Other than 200C (IEC, 2014) 

Maximum Conductor 

Temperature 

(0C) 

Ambient Ground Temperature (0C) 

10 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 

90 1.07 1.04 0.96 0.93 0.89 0.85 0.80 0.76 

 

The laying of cable in a trench is to have extra protection against mechanical stresses and 

weather conditions. It often starts with digging a trench and laying the bottom with sand. Then 

the cable is rested on sand then covered by another sand layer. Finally, the trench is filled with 

soil of appropriate conditions and finished off with a top layer of suitable environmental 

substance. Indicator strips are also used to indicate the cable route for health and safety 

purposes as well as the protection of the cable itself from human errors.    
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Table 7: Correction Factors for Depth of Laying other than 0.8 m for Direct Buried Cables (IEC, 2014) 

Depth of Laying (m) 

Single Core Cables 

Three Core Cable Nominal Conductor Size 

≤ 185 mm2 > 185 mm2 

0.5 1.04 1.06 1.04 

0.6 1.02 1.04 1.03 

1 0.98 0.97 0.98 

1.25 0.96 0.95 0.96 

1.5 0.95 0.93 0.95 

1.75 0.94 0.91 0.94 

2 0.93 0.90 0.93 

2.5 0.91 0.88 0.91 

3 0.90 0.86 0.90 

 

Thermal resistivity of soil is the representation of how poorly the earth can absorb heat and 

dissipate. It depends on both soil and weather conditions. A very moist soil in a continuously 

wet weather condition would have a soil thermal resistivity of 0.7 Km/W while very dry soil 

in dry weather condition would have a soil thermal resistivity of 3 Km/W.    

 

Table 8: Correction Factors for Soil Thermal Resistivities other than 1.5 Km/W for Direct Buried Three 

Core Cables (Extracted from IEC, 2014) 

Nominal Area of 

Conductor (mm2) 

Values of Soil Thermal Resistivity (Km/W) 

0.9 1 2 

70 1.18 1.14 0.90 

95 1.18 1.14 0.90 

120 1.18 1.14 0.90 

150 1.18 1.15 0.90 

185 1.18 1.15 0.90 

240 1.19 1.15 0.90 

 

When the cables are laid near to each other it decreases their ability to dissipate heat and hence, 

decrease the cooling effect. It directly affects the current carrying capacity of the cable. 
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Therefore, special consideration shall be given when estimating the current capacity whenever 

the cables are laid in groups. The obvious solution is to lay cables with increased distances 

among each other. But it would increase the costs in terms of increased number of trenches to 

be dug and length of cables. So, it comes down to comptonization between the size of the cable 

and the cost of laying method. 

 

Table 9: Correction Factors for Groups of Three Core Cables in Horizontal Formation Laid Direct in the 

Ground (Extracted from IEC, 2014) 

Number of Cables 

in Group 

Spacing Between Cable Centers (mm) 

Touching 200 400 600 800 

2 0.80 0.86 0.90 0.92 0.94 

3 0.69 0.77 0.82 0.86 0.89 

4 0.62 0.72 0.79 0.83 0.87 

 

 

3.6 Wind Farm Internal Collector Network Loss 

Losses in cables are consists of conductor losses (𝑃 ), dielectric losses (𝑃 ), and sheath losses 

(𝑃 ). When current runs through a conductor power is lost as heat. The dissipated heat will heat 

up the insulation which lead to dielectric losses. Due to the electromagnetic forces induced in 

the sheaths because of AC current will cause eddy current losses and circulating currents. 

(Moore, 1997).    

𝑃  =  𝑃 + 𝑃 +  𝑃   (15) 

𝑃 =  𝐼 𝑅    (16) 

𝑃 =  𝜔𝑈 𝐶 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿 × 10    (17) 

𝑃 =  𝐼 × 10 + 𝐼 𝑅
 

   
(18) 
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𝐼 - Current 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿 - Insulation Material Loss Factor 

𝑅  - Conductor AC Resistance 𝑅  - Sheath Resistance 

𝜔 - Angular Frequency 𝑑  - Diameter of Screen 

𝑈 - Rated Voltage 𝑆 - Axial Spacing 

𝐶 - Capacitance 𝑋  - Mutual Reactance 

 

The collector network losses also include the electrical losses from transformers. In the case of 

wind farms, this includes the wind turbine transformers as well as GSS transformers. The 

transformer losses are two-fold, idle losses, and copper losses. The copper losses are due to the 

resistive heating of the windings while idle losses are two-fold, hysteresis losses (Equation 19) 

and eddy current losses (Equation 20) (Chapman, 2012).   

𝑃  =  𝑘 𝐵 . 𝑓 𝑉  (19) 

𝑃 =  𝜎𝜔 𝑑 𝐵 𝑉  (20) 

𝑘  - Hysteresis Constant 𝜎 - Conductivity of Core Material 

𝐵  - Maximum Flux Density 𝜔 - Angular Frequency 

𝑓 - AC Current Frequency 𝑑 - Lamination Thickness 

𝑉 - Core Volume    

 

3.7 Wind Turbine Transformers and Grid Substation Transformer 

Power transformers in wind farm electrical network are used to convert the voltage to a level 

which is more economical to transmit the current with minimum losses. The generator at the 

wind turbine produces power at low voltage and the wind turbine transformers step up the 

voltage to the level suitable for the internal collector network. The grid substation transformer’s 

duty is to step up the current at internal network’s voltage up to the grid connection voltage. 

The voltage conversion ratio is proportional to the voltage ratio between the primary winding 

and the secondary winding of the transformer. If the primary turns ratio and voltage are 𝑁  and 

𝑉  respectively while the secondary turns ratio and voltage are 𝑁  and 𝑉  respectively, the turns 

ration 𝑡 can be expressed as Equation (21). 
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𝑡 =  
𝑁

𝑁
 =  

𝑉

𝑉
  (21) 

 

By changing the connection point either the LV or HV terminals of the transformer the turns 

ratio can be adjusted. This adjustment can be done either with the transformer is transmitting 

power or without transmitting power. The first option is done by an on-load tap changer, which 

is costly while the later one is carried out by less expensive no-load tap changer.      

 

3.8 Load Flow Analysis 

Load flow analysis is the steady-state solution of a power system. AC systems operates in free 

flow mode, the basic principle being the power flows through least impedance. A power system 

consists of generators, transmission lines, substations, distribution lines and distribution 

transformers which are refers as elements of the system. Solving the power flow of any network 

needs iterative methods due to the non-linear nature of the relationships between elements. The 

solutions are voltage magnitudes and angles of each bus bar, and power flow on each branch. 

In addition, load flow analysis provides the initial conditions for dynamic analysis. Below 

mentioned characteristics can be analyzed by load flow analysis (Västermark, 2013; Weedy et 

al., 2021). 

1. Node(bus) voltages. 

2. Active and reactive power flow of each branch. 

3. Minimize system losses. 

4. Effects of network augmentation in terms of planning and operation. 

5. Conductor sizing. 

 

Each bus of an electrical network has four parameters. They are real power, reactive power, 

magnitude of bus voltages and voltage angle. Hence, each bus can be classified into three types 

according to the quantities specified for the load flow (Wadhwa, 2012). 
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Generator Bus 

This bus is also referred as voltage control bus. At this bus magnitude of the voltage and 

generated power based on the generator capability are defined. The parameters to be calculated 

are reactive power generation and the angle of the bus voltage. 

 

Load Bus 

Real power and reactive power are defined while the aim of the load flow is to solve for 

magnitude and angle of voltage at the bus. 

 

Slack Bus 

Slack bus is also mentioned either as swing bus or reference bus. All the buses except slack 

bus is defined with the active power. Therefore, the slack bus injects or consume power to 

converge the load flow. Angle and magnitude of voltage are defined with this type of bus.  

 

Therefore, two parallel equations (Equation 22 and 23) are needed for each bus to solve for the 

two unknown variables, and it is derived from the nodal admittance matrix (Equation 24).  

0 =  −𝑃  +  𝑉 𝑌 𝑉 cos(𝛿 − 𝛿 − 𝛿 )  (22) 

0 =  −𝑄  +  𝑉 𝑌 𝑉 sin(𝛿 − 𝛿 − 𝛿 )  (23) 

𝐼 = 𝑌 𝑉  , 𝑛 =  1,2, . . . , 𝑛  (24) 

𝑃 – Active Power Load 𝜃  – Impedance Angle 

𝑄 – Reactive Power Load 𝑌  – Admittance Between Bus k and Bus n 

𝑉 – Voltage Magnitude 𝑌  – All Admittance connected to Bus k 

𝛿 – Voltage Angle   
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3.9 DIgSILENT PowerFactory® 

PowerFactory® is a power system simulation tool by DIgSILENT GmbH which is referred as 

PowerFactory herein after. PowerFactoy is capable of modeling generation, transmission, 

distribution as well as industrial electrical power networks. It consists of multiple power system 

analysis functions such as load flow, short-circuit, quasi-dynamic analysis, RMS/EMT 

simulations, economic analysis, transmission network tool, distribution network tool, etc. In 

addition, the software has built in DIgSILENT Programming Language (DPL) through which 

users can build or use already available scripts to automate simulations. Further, PowerFactory 

can be accessed and run with Python scripts which opens up vast amounts of data analysis 

capabilities associated with this high-level programming language (DIgSILENT GmbH, 

2020b).           
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CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY 

The focus of this study is to build the wind farm model in PowerFactory according to 

manufactures’ technical specifications and carry out the steady state analysis. Following 

methodology has been followed to carry out the task. 

 

1. The manufactures specifications for WTG, transformers, cable types are collected and 

matched with the as built documents. 

2. Usage manuals, technical manuals and online resources are followed to learn the 

PowerFactory software. 

3. The ability and the methods to use scripting with Python is investigated and reference 

material as well as online tutorials are used to build codes to access PowerFactory. 

4. MATLAB is used to scrutinize data from Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) and prepare it in more suitable way than the raw format.  

5. Model the wind farm in PowerFactory with the parameters extracted from the 

documents gathered in step 1. The WTG model is obtained from the turbine 

manufacturer and transformer details are gathered either from manufacturers 

specifications or factory acceptance test reports. The cable types are modeled from the 

cable construction specifications. 

6. Carry out load flow analysis to determine the active power generation, reactive power 

generation, voltage level variation and loss of the internal collector network of the wind 

farm. 

7. Determine the validity of the model in terms of the internal collector network loss 

prediction.   

4.2 High Level Description of the Wind Farm 

The wind farm in consideration consists of 10 wind turbines (Figure 13) connected to the wind 

farm grid substation (GSS) by two medium voltage feeders of which the normal operating 

voltage is 33 kV. The rated power of each turbine is 3.3 MW, and the generator terminal voltage 

is 650 V. Every turbine is equipped with a transformer which step up the voltage from 650 V 

to 33 kV. The GSS is equipped with one transformer of rating 36 MVA. The normal operational 

level of the transmission system voltage is 150 kV (OX2, no date). 
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Figure 13: Schematic Diagram of the Wind Farm 

 

4.1 PowerFactory Models Used for the Study 

Following PowerFactory model types are used for building the wind farm model followed by 

the description of each type. 

 

Table 10: PowerFactory Models Used to Build the Wind Farm Model (DIgSILENT GmbH, 2020a) 

Purpose / Wind Farm Element PowerFactory Model Class Name 

Wind Turbine Generators Static Generator ElmGenstat 

Underground Cables Cable Systems ElmCabsys, 

Wind Turbine Transformers and GSS 

Transformer 

2-Winding 

Transformer, 3-Phase 
ElmTr2 

 

Wind Turbine Generator 

PowerFactory model the wind turbine generator as a static generator. The capability curve 

determines the available active power and reactive power according to the prevailing wind 

conditions (DIgSILENT GmbH, 2021). The dynamic characteristics are governed by a model 
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provided by the turbine manufacturer which is implemented through DIgSILENT Simulation 

Language (DSL), and the detailed description is not publicly available. The possibility of 

setting the active power generation according to the wind speed is not used because it would 

introduce the uncertainties due to the power curve for the loss calculation. 

 

Underground Cable Network 

Two types of cables are used for the internal collector network of the wind farm. The cables 

are direct buried. The construction dimensions are used to model them in PowerFactory (OX2, 

no date). The calculated parameters of the two cable types are tabulated below followed by the 

parameters considered for capacity calculation. 

 

Table 11: Parameters of Two Cable Types 

 Type 1 Type 2 

Conductor Material Aluminum Aluminum 

Construction 3Core XLPE 3Core XLPE 

Nominal Cross Section (mm2) 95 240 

Rated Voltage (kV) 33 33 

Rated Current (A) 240 400 

Total Length (m) 10.621 4.525 

Burial Depth (m) 0.8 0.8 

Resistance (pos./neg. seq.) (Ω/km) 0.320 0.126 

Reactance (pos./neg. seq.) (Ω/km) 0.161 0.131 

Resistance (zero seq.) (Ω/km) 0.468 0.273 

Reactance (zero seq.) (Ω/km) 2.129 2.061 

Capacitance (pos./neg. seq.) (µF/km) 0.160 0.231 

Capacitance (zero seq.) (µF/km) 0.160 0.231 

Maximum Operating Temperature (0 C) 90 
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Table 12: Correction Factors (Moore, 1997; IEC, 2014) 

 Value 
Derating Factor 

Type 1 Type 2 

Ambient Air Temperature 200 C 1.08 

Ambient Ground Temperature 150 C 1.04 

Depth of Laying 0.8 m 1.0 

Soil Thermal Resistivity 1.0 K m/W 1.14 1.15 

Spacing Between Cable Centers 250 mm 0.885 (2 Cables in a Group) 

 

Wind Turbine Transformers and GSS Transformer 

The wind turbine transformer model is provided by the turbine manufacturer together with the 

wind turbine model while the GSS transformer details are extracted from the factory acceptance 

test reports (OX2, no date). 

 
Table 13: Specifications of the Transformer Models (OX2, no date) 

 WTG Transformer GSS Transformer 

Rated Power (MVA) 3.75 36 

HV Side Rated Voltage (kV) 33 150 

LV Side Rated Voltage (kV) 0.65 33 

Vector Group Dyn5 YNd11 

Positive Sequence 

Impedance Short-Circuit 

Voltage (Uk) (%) 

9 8.21 

Copper Losses (kW) 30.5 92.02 

No Load Losses (kW) 5.8 18.7 

 

4.3 Operational Data Sample from SCADA System 

The SCADA data sample includes active and reactive power generation of each turbine 

together with the power export at the point of common coupling (PCC) of the wind farm at the 

high voltage bus bar of the wind farm GSS. SCADA data of 1 Hz resolution for 24 hours is 

chosen to compare the wind farm production with the simulation results. In addition, a day with 

a varying production is chosen to compare the wind farm capability in different levels of 

production. The SCADA data is divided into several sub files for the easy access and 
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manipulation because the raw format of the SCADA data file is not suitable the activity at 

hand. MATLAB® software is used for this task (APPENDIX A). A sample data point is 

tabulated which correspond to the data at PCC (Table 14) and wind turbine no. 1 (Table 15).  

 

Table 14: SCADA Data Sample for PCC for the Time Stamp of 83,590 sec. 

 Channel Name Unit Value 

1 Active Power W 32645087.72 

2 Current Line 1 A 122.6081102 

3 Current Line 2 A 122.2223825 

4 Current Line 3 A 124.0428937 

5 Reactive Power Var -4538.881265 

6 Voltage L1-L2 V 154742.0991 

7 Voltage L2-L3 V 151345.2184 

8 Voltage L3-L1 V 153037.4827 

 

Table 15: SCADA Data Sample for Wind Turbine no. 1 for the Time Stamp of 83,590 sec. 

 Channel Name Unit Value for Turbine No. 1 

1 Active Power kW 3299.476127 

2 Current Phase 1 A 2922 

3 Current Phase 2 A 2889 

4 Current Phase 3 A 2889 

5 Voltage Phase 1 V 382 

6 Voltage Phase 2 V 378 

7 Voltage Phase 3 V 387 

8 Reactive Power kVAr 418.3999939 

9 Wind Speed m/s 14.39999962 

 

Out of total 86,400 of data points, the losses of 19,917 data points found to be less than that of 

the no load losses. Therefore, such data points were omitted. The statistics of both original and 

filtered data sample are tabulated in Table 16 followed by the generation and export active 

power variation in Figure 15.  
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Table 16: Statistics of Original and Filtered SCADA Data 

 Original SCADA Data Filtered SCADA Data 

Number of Data Points 86,400 66,483 

 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Total Generated Power (MW) 24.1410 7.2284 25.7021 6.9166 

Exported Power at PCC (MW) 23.8427 7.1515 25.2801 6.9246 

Power Loss at PCC (MW) 0.2982 0.3905 0.4221 0.3413 

Average Wind Speed (m/s) 9.6258 1.9441 10.0117 1.9718 

 

The distribution of active power loss at the PCC is analyzed and it is observed to be highly 

variable. At some instances, the standard deviation of loss is larger than the average loss. The 

active power losses for each wind farm total generation of the available SCADA data sample 

are illustrated in Figure 14.   

 

 
Figure 14: Distribution of Active Power Loss Against the Total Power Generation 
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Figure 15: Generated and Exported Active Power from SCADA Data 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 

The naming convention of the cable elements of the wind farm is as follows (Table 17) and it 

is used for presenting the results of the study. In addition, the simulations are carried out with 

tap positions of all the transformer at their neutral position and external grid voltage at nominal 

value (150 kV). 

Table 17: Naming Convention of Each Radial Cable 

Radial Name Starting Node End Node 
Type (Refer Table 11 for 

more Details of Each Type) 

L 01 MV 01 MV 02 1 

L 02 MV 02 MV 03 1 

L 03 MV 03 MV 04 2 

L 04 MV 04 MV 05 2 

L 05 MV 05 MV GSS 2 

L 06 MV 06 MV 07 1 

L 07 MV 07 MV 11 1 

L 08 MV 08 MV 09 1 

L 09 MV 09 MV 10 1 

L 10 MV 10 MV 11 2 

L 11 MV 11 MV GSS 2 

 

The calculation of derating factors for each radial cable branch is tabulated in Table 18 while 

the loading at the maximum power generation is tabulated in Table 19. The turbines each 

produce 423.1 kVAr reactive power on the LV side to achieve zero reactive power flow at the 

PCC. At the maximum production, the highest loaded radial line is L05 at 61.7% while the 

least loaded radial line is L06 at 18.2% closely followed by L01 at 18.3%. It is evident that the 

cables which carry currents of several wind turbines are the highest loaded while the cables 

catering to the wind turbines at the furthest to the grid are lightly loaded. It shall also be noted 

that the derating factors are more than 1 for all the lines. The sensitivity of the radial cable 

loading due to the variation of derating factors is further discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Table 18: Calculation of Cable Section Derating Factor 

Radial 

Name 

Contribution for Radial Derating Factor Radial 

Derating 

Factor 
AAT AGT DoL STR Gr 

L01 

1.08 1.04 1 

1.14 1 1.28 

L02 1.14 1 1.28 

L03 1.15 1 1.29 

L04 1.15 1 1.29 

L05 1.15 0.885 1.14 

L06 1.14 0.885 1.13 

L07 1.14 0.885 1.13 

L08 1.14 1 1.28 

L09 1.14 1 1.28 

L10 1.15 1 1.29 

L11 1.15 0.885 1.14 

AAT -  Ambient Air Temperature 

AGT -  Ambient Ground Temperature 

DoL -  Depth of Laying 

STR -  Soil Thermal Resistivity 

Gr -  Grouping 

 
The voltage levels of the internal network change with the generation level of the wind farm. 

Therefore, the variation of voltage levels of each MV bus in the wind farm is simulated and 

depicted in Figure 16. It is evident that the voltage levels of each bus do not exceed the nominal 

levels of 0.90 p.u. to 1.10 p.u. for the total generation range of the wind farm.    
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Table 19: Loading of Each Radial Cable at Maximum Generation Capacity 

Radial Name 
Rated 

Current (A) 

Derating 

Factor (DF) 

Rated Current 

including Derating (A) 

Loading 

(%) 

L 01 240 1.28 307.3 18.3 

L 02 240 1.28 307.3 36.5 

L 03 400 1.29 516.7 32.6 

L 04 400 1.29 516.7 43.5 

L 05 400 1.14 457.3 61.7 

L 06 240 1.13 272.0 18.2 

L 07 240 1.13 272.0 41.3 

L 08 240 1.28 307.3 20.8 

L 09 240 1.28 307.3 41.6 

L 10 400 1.29 516.7 33.1 

L 11 400 1.14 457.3 55.2 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Bus Voltage Variation for the Total Generation Range 
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Basic calculation is carried out for the entire operational data set and the variation of cable 

losses with the generation level of the wind farm is depicted in Figure 17. The total average 

maximum cable power losses, based on the SCADA measurements, can be calculated as 431.4 

kW.    

 

 
Figure 17: Calculated Cable Losses from SCADA Data 

 

The total internal network power loss of the simulated model is calculated, and the no load loss 

is 98.5 kW while the full load loss is 790.8 kW (Figure 18) at the operation temperature of 900 

C. The negative loss in the figure depicts that the wind farm is importing energy from the grid 

through PCC to maintain the voltage levels during zero generation. 

 

 
Figure 18: Internal Network Loss Variation According to the Total Generation for the Operation 

Temperature at 900 C 
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At the maximum generation, the internal electrical network losses and their percentage based 

on the total production are tabulated in Table 20. 

 

Table 20: Internal Network Losses at Full Production 

 MW % 

Total Power Generation 33.00 100.00 

Total Power Export 32.209 97.60 

Cable Power Loss 0.412 1.25 

GSS Transformer Power Loss 0.092 0.28 

WTG Transformers Power Loss 0.286 0.87 

Total Power Loss 0.791 2.40 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

6.1 Loading of Radial Cable Network 

Based on the nominal environment factors more favourable than what the manufacturers has 

expected and laying method, the derating factors are estimated to be more than 1. Thus, the 

cables can be exposed to more electrical stresses than manufactures recommendations. 

Therefore, an optimization of the cable laying method can be investigated. The suggestion is 

to check whether the L05, L06, L07 and L11 can have grouped one next to another to reduce 

the cost of having a widen trench which can house two parallel cable runs. When the respective 

cables are laid one next the other the changed derating factors and loading are tabulated below. 

    

Table 21: The Radial Cables of which are Proposed to be Grouped without Spacing. 

Radial 

Name 

Contribution for Radial Derating Factor Radial 

Derating 

Factor 

Loading 

(%) 
AAT AGT DoL STR Gr 

L05 

1.08 1.04 1.00 

1.15 0.80 1.03 68.3 

L06 1.14 0.80 1.02 23.1 

L07 1.14 0.80 1.02 46.2 

L11 1.15 0.80 1.03 68.6 

AAT -  Ambient Air Temperature  

AGT -  Ambient Ground Temperature  

DoL -  Depth of Laying  

STR -  Soil Thermal Resistivity  

Gr -  Grouping  

 

It can be concluded that the parallelly drawn radial cable sections can also be laid without 

distance decreasing the width of the trench and reducing the cost.  
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6.2 Effect of Voltage Variation at PCC on Bus Voltages 

The nominal operational voltage of the PCC would affect the voltages of each bus in the wind 

farm and the total ability to deliver electricity with required quality. The dependency of the 

grid voltage to the voltages of each bus is illustrated in Figure 19. 

 

 
Figure 19: Bus Voltage Variation for the Total Generation Range with PCC Voltage at 0.90 p.u. 

 

All the buses maintain the lowest required voltage level, which is 0.90 p.u., for every generation 

level except when the generation is zero. This can be further improved by enabling the tap 

change of GSS transformer. The improvement is depicted with selected buses in Figure 20. It 

is evident that the all the bus voltage levels are maintained in between 0.98 p.u. and 1.02 p.u.   

 
Figure 20: Improvement due to Tap Changing of GSS Transformer with PCC Voltage at 0.90 p.u. 
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Figure 21: Bus Voltage Variation for the Total Generation Range with PCC Voltage at 1.10 p.u. 

 

The voltages of all the buses does not meet the required level of 1.10 except at zero generation 

with the wind farm (Figure 21). Figure 22 illustrates how it could be improved with the tap 

change operation of GSS transformer.  

 

Figure 22: Improvement due to Tap Changing of GSS Transformer with PCC Voltage at 1.10 p.u. 
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6.3 Internal Collector Network Loss 

The yearly loss of internal collector network is calculated with simulation results and full load 

hours. In addition, the yearly loss due to the internal collector network is calculated using the 

SCADA data for average loss at full production and full load hours. The data for Weibull 

distribution of the prevailing wind resource at the wind farm location is provided by OX2. 

 

Table 22: Comparison of Internal Network Loss Calculation by Different Methods 

Method 
Annual Energy Loss of Internal Collector 

Network 

Weibull Distribution and PowerFactory 

Simulation Results depicted in Figure 18. 
2.15 % 

Full Load Hours and Maximum Loss of 

Network (Table 20) 
2.40 % 

Full Load Hours and Average Loss of 

Network at Full Production (33 MW) 

depicted in Figure 14. 

1.28 % 

 

6.4 The Characteristics of the Internal Network Loss due to PCC Voltage Variation 

The voltage at the PCC directly affects the performance of wind farm including the power loss. 

The Figure 23 depicts how the internal loss varies based on the voltage levels available with 

the electrical grid. 

 
Figure 23: Active Power Loss of the Internal Collector Network with PCC Voltage Level at Maximum 

Operating Temperature of 900 C 
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6.5 Comparison of Internal Collector Network Power Losses Obtained from Different 

Methods 

Cable losses are calculated from the currents and active power generation from each turbine to 

obtain a curve which represent the cable loss according to operational SCADA data. Three data 

points are selected, and the calculation results are tabulated below in Table 23. Power loss of 

each phase is calculated and added together to get the total power loss of each radial section. 

For this calculation, the phase currents at the terminals of the generator are being assumed to 

be fed into each radial cable of the collector network. The total power loss from SCADA data, 

calculated cable power loss from SCADA data, simulated total power loss and simulated cable 

power loss is illustrated in Figure 24.   

 

Table 23: Power Loss Calculation of The Cables from SCADA Data Current Measurements 

Total Generation 

(MW) 
Data Point 

Calculated Power Loss 

only for Cables (kW) 

9.33 30220 0.0532 

21.00 2600 0.1895 

33.00 60350 0.4115 

 
 

 
Figure 24: Power Loss Comparison 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSSIONS 

The aim of this thesis is to model an operating wind farm in DIgSILENT PowerFactory® using 

manufactures specifications. Then examine percentage of each cable loading, the capability of 

the wind farm to maintain the stipulated voltage levels at the point of common coupling, 

investigate the active power energy losses, the impact of the internal collector network 

arrangement to the active power energy losses and propose improvements to reduce the cable 

laying costs. The model is tested with the operational recorded data from the wind farm and is 

validated. The thesis has been carried out with the data provided by OX2 AB. The OX2 AB is 

involved in development, engineering, construction, and operational technical management of 

wind farms. They use of DIgSILENT PowerFactory® to their workflow due to the software’s 

capabilities in wide range of applications.     

 

The work carried out includes building the DIgSILENT PowerFactory® model of the wind 

farm in consideration. Then load flow simulations are carried out and the results are presented. 

The cable loading level of each radial is within the safe operational level. The voltage levels of 

internal network bus bars are within the recommenced values. The voltage variation at the PCC 

would lead to the degradation of the voltage levels at the bus bars and are mitigated by 

employing the automatic tap changer of the GSS transformer. In addition, accessing the 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory® simulation commands through Python code are done and is 

evident to be quite effective in time consumption wise. Therefore, the implementation of 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory® simulations through Python is useful to run different scenarios as 

well as quasi-dynamic studies.   

 

The model validation in terms of the internal network loss is done with a data set from the 

SCADA system. The simulated annual energy loss is 2.15% of the total energy production and 

it is comparable with the industry norms and publications which has been found to be between 

1.81% and 2.69% (Muljadi et al., 2006; Díaz-Dorado et al., 2007). But the average power 

losses from the operational recorded data (SCADA data) reveals that the annual energy losses 

had been 1.28 % for the considered 24-hour data. However, the confidence interval of the 

power losses from the operational recorded data is high (Figure 14 & Figure 24), which 

warrants to examine operational recorded data for a larger duration to have a more realistic 

representation. On the other hand, the calculated total cable losses at the full production from 
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the SCADA current measurements (411.5 kW) is comparable with the simulated cables losses 

(428.8 kW). In addition, it can be identified that the width of 4 cable sections, which have 2 

cables run in parallel with 250mm spacing with each other, could have been laid without the 

spacing to decrease the width of the cable trench, thus reducing the cost. 

 

The findings of this thesis are based on an operational recorded data set for 24 hours. In 

addition, the data variations are considerable which is evident by the large confidence intervals 

when comes to power loss at PCC for most of the generation levels. Therefore, it is suggested 

to use more data sets to validate the simulation results for future studies. In addition, analyzing 

the operational recorded data set with the list of events is also suggested to filter the data points 

before comparison to consider only steady state of the network. Further, using the developed 

Python script, it is also possible to run quasi-dynamic simulations for operational recorded data 

of larger duration.  
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB® CODE FOR DATA HANDLING AND FILTERING 

% Creating 3 Arrays with PCC data and, Trubine data in two formats -> Start 

clear; 

 

load ('exporteddata_87de90c1-f023-4412-89c0-fd23aef987db.mat'); 

nRow_Data_Points = 98; 

nCol_Data_Points = 86400; 

nRows4PCC = 8; 

nTurbine = 10; 

nRows_Per_Turbine = 9; 

 

% Creating a array with the SCADA data @ PCC --------------Start 

total_Data_Points = nRow_Data_Points * nCol_Data_Points; 

PCC_Data = zeros (nRows4PCC, nCol_Data_Points); 

data_Point = 1; 

time_Stamp = 1; 

for i = 1 : nCol_Data_Points 

    start_Loop = data_Point; 

    end_Loop = data_Point + (nRows4PCC - 1); 

    row = 1; 

    for j = start_Loop : end_Loop 

        PCC_Data (row, time_Stamp) = SampleMatlabStruct(1).Data(j); 

        row = row + 1; 

        data_Point = data_Point + 1; 

    end 

    time_Stamp = time_Stamp + 1; 

    data_Point = data_Point + (nRow_Data_Points - nRows4PCC); 

end 

save('PCC_Data.mat','PCC_Data'); 

% Creating a array with the SCADA data @ PCC --------------End 

 

% Creating a 3D array with the SCADA data of all wind turbines -----Start 
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turbine_Rows = nTurbine * nRows_Per_Turbine; 

Turbine_Data = zeros (nRows_Per_Turbine, nCol_Data_Points, nTurbine); 

data_Point = nRows4PCC + 1; 

time_Stamp = 1; 

turbine_Page = 1; 

for i = 1 : nCol_Data_Points 

    jstart_Loop = data_Point; 

    jend_Loop = data_Point + (turbine_Rows - 1); 

    row = 1; 

    for j = jstart_Loop : jend_Loop 

        Turbine_Data (row, time_Stamp, turbine_Page) = SampleMatlabStruct(1).Data(j); 

        row = row + 1; 

        data_Point = data_Point + 1; 

        if (row > nRows_Per_Turbine) 

            turbine_Page = turbine_Page + 1; 

            row = 1; 

        end 

    end 

    time_Stamp = time_Stamp + 1; 

    data_Point = data_Point + nRows4PCC; 

    turbine_Page = 1; 

end 

save('Turbine_Data.mat','Turbine_Data'); 

% Creating a 3D array with the SCADA data of all wind turbines -----end 

 

% Creating 3 Arrays with PCC data and, Trubine data in two formats -> End 

 

% Creating an array with cumulative generation, PCC generation and Losses at PCC -> Start 

 

clear; 

 

load ('PCC_Data.mat'); 

load ('Turbine_Data.mat'); 
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nTime_Step = length(PCC_Data); 

nTurbine = size(Turbine_Data,3); 

 

% cumulative(1,:) - 

 

cumulative(1,:) = PCC_Data(1,:)./1000; 

 

for i = 1 : nTime_Step 

    cumuGen = 0; 

    for j = 1 : nTurbine 

        cumuGen = cumuGen + Turbine_Data(1,i,j); 

    end 

    cumulative(2,i) = cumuGen; 

    cumulative(3,i) = ((cumulative(2,i) - cumulative(1,i))/cumulative(2,i))*100; 

    cumulative(4,i) = cumulative(2,i) - cumulative(1,i); 

end 

 

cumulative(5,:) = PCC_Data(5,:)./1000; 

 

save('Cumulative.mat', 'cumulative'); 

% cumulative(1,:) -> kW @ PCC 

% cumulative(2,:) -> Total generation @ generators kW 

% cumulative(3,:) -> Loss @ PCC % 

% cumulative(4,:) -> Loss @ PCC kW 

% cumulative(5,:) -> Reactive power @ PCC kVAr 

 

% Creating an array with cumulative generation, PCC generation and Losses 

% at PCC -> End 

 

%Filter data without negative loss at PCC -> Start 

 

loss = cumulative(4,:); 
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minTSNot = find(cumulative(4,:) >= 76.7); 

 

j = 1; 

for i = 1 : length(minTSNot) 

    index = minTSNot(i); 

    cumulativeNew(:,j) = cumulative(:,index); 

    Time_StampNew(:,:,j) = Time_Stamp(:,:,index); 

    Turbine_DataNew(:,j,:) = Turbine_Data(:,index,:); 

    PCC_DataNew(:,j) = PCC_Data(:,index); 

    j = j + 1; 

    disp(i) 

end 

cumulative = cumulativeNew(); 

Time_Stamp = Time_StampNew(); 

Turbine_Data = Turbine_DataNew(); 

PCC_Data = PCC_DataNew(); 

 

save('cumulative.mat', 'cumulative'); 

save('Turbine_Data.mat','Turbine_Data'); 

save('Time_Stamp.mat','Time_Stamp'); 

save('PCC_Data.mat','PCC_Data'); 

 

%Filter data without negative loss at PCC -> End 

 

% Calculating average loss and SD in each wind speed bin -> Start 

 

DPs = size(Time_Stamp,3); 

NWTGs = size(Time_Stamp,2); 

avg_wind = zeros(1,DPs); 

 

for i = 1 : DPs 

    wind_DP_avg = 0; 

    for j = 1 : NWTGs 
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        wind_DP_avg = wind_DP_avg + Time_Stamp(9,j,i); 

    end 

    avg_wind(i) = wind_DP_avg/NWTGs; 

    disp(i) 

end 

 

save('avg_wind.mat', 'avg_wind'); 

 

pcc_power = cumulative(1,:)./1000; 

gen_power = cumulative(2,:)./1000; 

loss_MW = cumulative(4,:)./1000; 

 

pcc_power_mean = mean(pcc_power); pcc_power_std = std(pcc_power); pcc_power_min = 

min(pcc_power); pcc_power_max = max(pcc_power); 

gen_power_mean = mean(gen_power); gen_power_std = std(gen_power); gen_power_min = 

min(gen_power); gen_power_max = max(gen_power); 

loss_MW_mean = mean(loss_MW); loss_MW_std = std(loss_MW); loss_MW_min = 

min(loss_MW); loss_MW_max = max(loss_MW); 

avg_wind_mean = mean(avg_wind); avg_wind_std = std(avg_wind); avg_wind_min = 

min(avg_wind); avg_wind_max = max(avg_wind); 

 

% Calculating average loss and SD in each wind speed bin -> Start 
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APPENDIX B. Python CODE FOR RUNNING PowerFactory SIMULATIONS  

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Mon May  3 23:51:31 2021 

 

@author: Daham Makewita 

""" 

 

from IPython import get_ipython 

get_ipython().magic('reset -sf') 

import time 

start_time = time.time() 

import sys 

sys.path.append( 

    r'C:\Program Files\DIgSILENT\PowerFactory 2021 SP2\Python\3.8') 

import powerfactory as pf 

import datetime 

import numpy as np 

import csv 

import os 

from scipy.io import loadmat 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

folder_name = '' 

project_name = 'MAV2' 

study_case_name = 'Base Case' 

simulation_start = 1 

simulation_stop = 10000 

 

#--------------------------------------------Load data from MAT files > Start 

#construct the path to measurement data 
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dirname='D:/UU Wind Power Project Management/Semester 4 (Research)/SCADA data/2021-

04-22/' 

filename_TS='Time_Stamp.mat' 

filename_PCCData = 'PCC_Data.mat' 

filename_Cumulative_Data = 'Cumulative.mat' 

 

pcc_data = loadmat(dirname + filename_PCCData) 

time_stamp = loadmat(dirname + filename_TS) 

cumulative = loadmat(dirname + filename_Cumulative_Data) 

 

pcc_all = pcc_data['PCC_Data'] 

ts_all = time_stamp['Time_Stamp'] 

cumu_all = cumulative['cumulative'] 

# Load data from MAT files > End 

 

#--------------------------------------------class PowerFactorySim > Start 

class PowerFactorySim(): 

 

    def __init__(self): 

        # start PowerFactory 

        self.app = pf.GetApplication() 

        # activate project 

        self.project = self.app.ActivateProject( 

            os.path.join(folder_name, project_name)) 

 

    def set_gen_PQ(self,Gen_P_Now, Gen_Q_Now): 

        static_gens = self.app.GetCalcRelevantObjects('*.ElmGenstat') 

        for gen in static_gens: 

            gen.pgini = Gen_P_Now[gen.loc_name] 

            gen.qgini = Gen_Q_Now[gen.loc_name] 

 

    def set_gen_PCosPhi(self,Gen_P_Now): 

        static_gens = self.app.GetCalcRelevantObjects('*.ElmGenstat') 
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        for gen in static_gens: 

            gen.pgini = Gen_P_Now[gen.loc_name] 

            gen.cosgini = 1 

 

    def prepare_loadflow(self, ldf_mode='balanced',temperature='Max'): 

        # translate load flow mode keyword to its int equivalent 

        modes = {'balanced': 0, 'unbalanced': 1, 'dc': 2} 

        temps = {'20deg':0, 'Max':1, 'Operating':2} 

        # retrieve load-flow object 

        self.ldf = self.app.GetFromStudyCase('ComLdf') 

        # set load flow mode 

        self.ldf.iopt_net = modes[ldf_mode] 

        self.ldf.iopt_tem = temps[temperature] 

 

    def run_loadflow(self): 

        return bool(self.ldf.Execute()) 

 

    def get_gen_PQ(self): 

        gen_active_power = {} 

        gen_reactive_power = {} 

        static_gens = self.app.GetCalcRelevantObjects('*.ElmGenstat') 

        for gen in static_gens: 

            gen_active_power[gen.loc_name] = gen.GetAttribute('pgini') # in MW 

            gen_reactive_power[gen.loc_name] = gen.GetAttribute('qgini') # in MVar 

 

        return gen_active_power, gen_reactive_power 

 

    def get_bus_PQ(self): 

        active_power_flow_buses = {} 

        reactive_power_flow_buses = {} 

        buses_PCC = self.app.GetCalcRelevantObjects('*.ElmTerm') 

        for bus in buses_PCC: 

            active_power_flow_buses[bus.loc_name] = bus.GetAttribute('m:Pflow') # in MW 
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            reactive_power_flow_buses[bus.loc_name]= bus.GetAttribute('m:Qflow')# in MVar 

 

        return active_power_flow_buses, reactive_power_flow_buses 

 

    def get_bus_voltages(self): 

        bus_voltages = {} 

        buses = self.app.GetCalcRelevantObjects('*.ElmTerm') 

        for bus in buses: 

            bus_voltages[bus.loc_name] = bus.GetAttribute('m:u') 

 

        return bus_voltages 

#class PowerFactorySim > End 

 

pf1 = PowerFactorySim() 

 

#--------------------------------------------Create resultsPQ.csv > Start 

simulation_time_stamps = np.arange(simulation_start, 

                                    simulation_stop + 1, 1).tolist() 

results_file_PQ = "resultsPQ.csv" 

column_names_PQ = ['Time_Stamp','Gen_P(MW)','Gen_Q(MVAr)','PCC_P(MW)', 

                'PCC_Q(MVAr)','Loss(MW)'] 

headers = {"Time_Stamp":None,"Gen_P(MW)":None,"Gen_Q(MVAr)":None, 

            "PCC_P(MW)":None,"PCC_Q(MVAr)":None,"Loss(MW)":None} 

with open(results_file_PQ, 'w', newline='') as open_file: 

    dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, delimiter=',', fieldnames=headers) 

    dw.writeheader() 

    open_file.close() 

# Create resultsPQ.csv > End 

 

#--------------------------------------------Create resultsBusV.csv > Start 

results_file_BusV = "resultsBusV.csv" 

pf1.prepare_loadflow('balanced','20deg') 

pf1.run_loadflow() 
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bus_voltages = pf1.get_bus_voltages() 

bus_voltages_keys = list(bus_voltages.keys()) 

bus_voltages_keys.insert(0,'Time Stamp') 

with open('resultsBusV.csv', 'w', newline='') as open_file: 

    dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, delimiter=',', fieldnames=bus_voltages_keys) 

    dw.writeheader() 

    open_file.close() 

# Create resultsBusV.csv > End 

 

#--------------------------------Assign Generator P&Q for time stamp 1 > Start 

pf1.prepare_loadflow('balanced','20deg') 

pf1.run_loadflow() 

gen_P, gen_Q = pf1.get_gen_PQ() 

current_time_stamp = simulation_start - 1 #The list index starts at '0' 

PQ_TS1 = ts_all[[0,7],:,current_time_stamp] 

P_TS1 = ts_all[0,:,current_time_stamp]/1000 

Q_TS1 = ts_all[7,:,current_time_stamp]/1000 

WTG_Keys = gen_P.keys() 

Gen_Data_TS1_P = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, P_TS1)) 

Gen_Data_TS1_Q = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, Q_TS1)) 

# Assign Generator P&Q for time stamp 1 > End 

 

#--------------------------------------------Simulation > Start 

for current_time_stamp in simulation_time_stamps: 

    current_time_stamp -= 1 

    PQ_TS_current = ts_all[[0,7],:,current_time_stamp] 

    P_TS_current = ts_all[0,:,current_time_stamp]/1000 

    Q_TS_current = ts_all[7,:,current_time_stamp]/1000 

    Gen_Data_TS_current_P = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, P_TS_current)) 

    Gen_Data_TS_current_Q = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, Q_TS_current)) 

    pf1.set_gen_PQ(Gen_Data_TS_current_P, Gen_Data_TS_current_Q) 

    pf1.prepare_loadflow('balanced','20deg') 

    pf1.run_loadflow() 
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    gen_active_power_current, gen_reactive_power_current = pf1.get_gen_PQ() 

    bus_voltages = pf1.get_bus_voltages() 

    with open(results_file_BusV, 'a', newline='') as open_file: 

        dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, fieldnames=bus_voltages_keys) 

        bus_voltages['Time Stamp'] = current_time_stamp + 1 

        dw.writerow(bus_voltages) 

        open_file.close() 

    total_gen_P = sum(gen_active_power_current.values()) 

    total_gen_Q = sum(gen_reactive_power_current.values()) 

    buses_P, buses_Q = pf1.get_bus_PQ() 

    PCC_total_loss = total_gen_P - buses_P['MAV 150kV'] 

    print('TS',(current_time_stamp + 1),' Complete') 

    current_results = {"Time_Stamp":current_time_stamp +1,"Gen_P(MW)":total_gen_P, 

                        "Gen_Q(MVAr)":total_gen_Q,"PCC_P(MW)":buses_P['HV GSS'], 

                        "PCC_Q(MVAr)":buses_Q['HV GSS'], 

                        "Loss(MW)":PCC_total_loss} 

    with open(results_file_PQ, 'a', newline='') as open_file: 

        dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, fieldnames=column_names_PQ) 

        dw.writerow(current_results) 

        open_file.close() 

#Simulation > End 

 

end_time = time.time() 

print(end_time - start_time) 

print(str(datetime.timedelta(seconds=round(end_time-start_time)))) 

#Simulation > End 

 

 

#--------------------------------------------Loss Curve > Start 

 

#--------------------------------------------Create resultsBusV.csv > Start 

results_file_BusV = "resultsBusV_Variation.csv" 

pf1.prepare_loadflow('balanced','Max') 
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pf1.run_loadflow() 

bus_voltages = pf1.get_bus_voltages() 

bus_voltages_keys = list(bus_voltages.keys()) 

bus_voltages_keys.insert(0,'Generation') 

with open('resultsBusV_Variation.csv', 'w', newline='') as open_file: 

    dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, delimiter=',', fieldnames=bus_voltages_keys) 

    dw.writeheader() 

    open_file.close() 

# Create resultsBusV.csv > End 

 

from matplotlib.ticker import MultipleLocator 

 

# MWin = [iter * 0.5 for iter in range(67)] 

MWin = [iter * 0.5 for iter in range(67)] 

Loss = listofzeros = [0] * len(MWin) 

now_gen_P = [] 

now_gen_Q = [] 

buses_P = {} 

buses_Q = {} 

bus_voltages = {} 

 

for i in range(len(MWin)): 

    tP = MWin[i]/10 

    if tP > 3.3: 

        tP = 3.3 

    now_gen_P = [tP,tP,tP,tP,tP,tP,tP,tP,tP,tP] 

    now_gen_P_in = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, now_gen_P)) 

    now_gen_Q = listofzeros = [0] * 10 

    now_gen_Q_in = dict(zip(WTG_Keys, now_gen_Q)) 

    pf1.set_gen_PCosPhi(now_gen_P_in) 

    pf1.prepare_loadflow('balanced','Max') 

    pf1.run_loadflow() 

    buses_P, buses_Q = pf1.get_bus_PQ() 
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    bus_voltages = pf1.get_bus_voltages() 

    with open(results_file_BusV, 'a', newline='') as open_file: 

        dw = csv.DictWriter(open_file, fieldnames=bus_voltages_keys) 

        bus_voltages['Generation'] = MWin[i] 

        dw.writerow(bus_voltages) 

        open_file.close() 

    Loss[i] = tP*10 - buses_P['HV GSS'] 

    print('Iter',i,' Complete') 

     

fig,ax=plt.subplots() 

ax.plot(MWin,Loss,'b',linewidth=0.5) 

ax.grid(b=None, which='both', axis='both') 

ax.set_xlabel('Wind Farm Total Power Production (MW)') 

ax.set_ylabel('Electrical Network Loss (MW)') 

 

# Loss Curve > End 


